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ABSTRACT 

In the realm of vegetable quality assessment, this study presents a meticulous exploration 

into the classification of freshness states, employing advanced image processing and 

transfer learning techniques on a bespoke dataset featuring twelve distinct classes. The 

narrative unfolds through the lens of DenseNet201, the chosen protagonist, demonstrating 

its efficacy with a testing accuracy of 98.02% and minimal loss at 0.06. Beyond the 

technical achievements, the study contemplates the societal, environmental, and ethical 

dimensions of implementing such technology in the vegetable industry. It underscores the 

significance of responsible technological integration, offering a comprehensive perspective 

that transcends mere classification metrics. As the concluding chapter sets the stage for 

future endeavors, the study invites stakeholders to partake in interdisciplinary 

collaborations, dataset expansions, and optimization strategies. This vision advocates for a 

broader impact, shaping the trajectory of vegetable quality control and aligning with 

principles of environmental sustainability. This study stands as a formal narrative, weaving 

together elements of innovation, challenges, and a forward-looking vision for the 

advancement of vegetable quality assessment in a formal and academic context. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

In the intricate realm where agriculture meets technology, the study of vegetable freshness 

classification takes center stage. This research represents a transformative exploration into 

the heart of this domain, employing advanced Image Processing and Transfer Learning 

techniques to meticulously classify a bespoke dataset featuring twelve distinct vegetable 

classes. From the vibrant allure of "Beans Fresh" to the inevitable decay of "Radishes 

Rotten," each vegetable's narrative unfolds within a digital canvas, promising not only a 

nuanced understanding of freshness but a practical application that reverberates across 

agriculture and culinary landscapes. 

 

Vegetable freshness, a dynamic quality at the core of our food systems, is often perceptible 

through visual cues. The integration of Image Processing and Transfer Learning into the 

classification process marks a paradigm shift. No longer confined to conventional 

methodologies, this approach facilitates an in-depth examination of each vegetable's visual 

characteristics. By harnessing computational power, I seek to unravel the intricate tapestry 

of freshness, capturing not just binary distinctions but the subtleties that define the dynamic 

lifecycle of vegetables. The utilization of Image Processing and Transfer Learning 

techniques represents a paradigm shift in how I approach the classification of vegetable 

freshness. This approach goes beyond conventional methods, providing an in-depth 

examination of each vegetable's visual characteristics. By harnessing the computational 

power of machines, I seek to unravel the intricate tapestry of freshness, capturing not just 

binary distinctions but the subtle nuances that define the dynamic lifecycle of vegetables. 

 

The motivation propelling this research stems from a global imperative—the need to 

address the staggering issue of food waste. As technological advancements continue to 

reshape industries, the marriage of agriculture and machine learning emerges as a potent 

solution. Image Processing and Transfer Learning, in their synergy, offer a precision that 

extends beyond economic considerations for producers. They align seamlessly with 
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broader societal aspirations, encapsulating principles of sustainability and responsible 

consumption. 

 

The rationale behind meticulously collecting and classifying a dataset of vegetables is a 

linchpin to the depth of this research. Each vegetable transcends its role as a mere data 

point; it embodies agricultural practices, environmental nuances, and cultural significance. 

Within this diverse dataset, I uncover not only the visual disparities but also the intrinsic 

factors influencing freshness. The variations in color, texture, size, and shape are not mere 

details; they are the rich dimensions that contribute to a holistic model, mirroring the 

intricate realities of vegetable freshness in the real world. The motivation driving this 

research is deeply rooted in addressing global challenges, particularly the alarming issue 

of food waste. In an era where technology plays a pivotal role in shaping industries, the 

integration of agriculture and machine learning emerges as a potent solution. Image 

Processing and Transfer Learning, in their synergistic application, offer a precision that 

extends beyond economic considerations for producers. They seamlessly align with 

broader societal aspirations, encapsulating principles of sustainability and responsible 

consumption. 

 

As I venture into this exploration, the research questions become guiding beacons. How 

effectively can Image Processing and Transfer Learning discern the visual cues defining 

each vegetable's freshness? What role do environmental conditions, agricultural practices, 

and intrinsic characteristics play in shaping the dataset? These questions propel me toward 

a comprehensive understanding, steering me away from simplistic categorizations to a 

nuanced appreciation of vegetable freshness. At the core of this research lies a commitment 

to unraveling the mysteries of vegetable freshness classification, transcending the 

academic realm to directly impact the various players in the agricultural and food industry. 

Farmers, armed with the knowledge of optimal harvest times, can enhance crop yields and 

reduce losses. Distributors and retailers, equipped with accurate freshness assessments, can 

streamline supply chains and improve market competitiveness. For consumers, the benefits 
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are tangible—a reassurance that the produce they bring into their homes is not just a 

commodity but a testament to a sustainable and mindful approach to food consumption. 

 

1.2 Motivation 

The global landscape of agriculture and food production stands at the precipice of 

transformation, driven by an imperative to address issues of rapid quality control and 

minimize waste. The motivation behind developing a robust vegetable freshness 

classification system stem from the critical need to revolutionize the efficiency, 

sustainability, and economic viability of vegetable industries. One of the foremost 

challenges motivating this research is the staggering issue of food waste. The vegetable 

industry, in particular, grapples with substantial losses due to inadequate quality control 

measures. Vegetables, with their perishable nature, are susceptible to rapid deterioration. 

A precise freshness classification system becomes a strategic tool to mitigate these losses 

by ensuring timely identification of produce at the optimal point of freshness. By 

employing Image Processing and Transfer Learning techniques, I aim to provide a solution 

that transcends traditional methods, offering a more accurate and efficient means of 

distinguishing between fresh, aged, and rotten vegetables. 

The vegetable industry operates within intricate supply chains, involving numerous 

stakeholders from farmers to distributors and retailers. Inefficiencies within these chains 

not only contribute to food waste but also impact the overall economic sustainability of the 

industry. The motivation to implement a freshness classification system lies in its potential 

to streamline these supply chains. With rapid and accurate assessments of vegetable 

freshness, farmers can optimize harvesting times, distributors can better plan transportation 

and storage, and retailers can maintain optimal product displays. This, in turn, enhances 

the overall efficiency of the vegetable industry, reducing waste and improving the 

economic viability of each stage in the supply chain. 

Consumer preferences and expectations play a pivotal role in shaping the vegetable market. 

Modern consumers are increasingly discerning about the quality and freshness of the 

produce they purchase. A freshness classification system addresses this consumer demand 
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by providing transparency and assurance. When consumers can confidently select 

vegetables labeled as 'fresh,' they are more likely to trust the supply chain and make 

informed choices. This not only fosters consumer satisfaction but also contributes to the 

sustainability of the vegetable industry by establishing a positive feedback loop between 

producers and consumers. In an era where sustainability is a global priority, the vegetable 

industry must align with eco-conscious practices. The motivation to implement a freshness 

classification system is rooted in the broader goals of sustainable agriculture. By accurately 

classifying vegetables and optimizing supply chains, the industry can significantly reduce 

its environmental footprint. Efficient use of resources, minimized waste, and a focus on 

quality over quantity contribute to a more sustainable and environmentally friendly 

vegetable production system. 

The economic viability of the vegetable industry is intricately tied to its ability to adapt to 

technological advancements. The motivation for a freshness classification system lies in 

its potential to elevate the industry's global competitiveness. Countries and regions that 

embrace innovative technologies for quality control gain a competitive edge in the 

international market. By investing in a state-of-the-art freshness classification system, 

vegetable industries position themselves as leaders in quality assurance, meeting global 

standards and demands. 

1.3 Rationale of the Study 

The rationale behind the meticulous collection and classification of a vegetable dataset, 

coupled with the utilization of advanced Image Processing and Transfer Learning 

techniques, is deeply rooted in the multifaceted nature of vegetable freshness. This section 

elucidates the motivations that underscore the necessity for a comprehensive exploration 

of vegetable freshness, offering insights into why this study is crucial for advancing 

agricultural practices, technological innovation, and the broader food industry. 

The diversity inherent in various vegetable species is a key motivation for this research. 

Vegetables are not homogeneous entities; they exhibit a wide array of species-specific 

characteristics, growth patterns, and responses to environmental stimuli. Recognizing this 
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diversity, the study spans twelve distinct vegetable classes, acknowledging that each class 

introduces unique characteristics that demand a sophisticated freshness classification 

model. Vegetable freshness communicates through visual cues, and Image Processing 

techniques serve as a lens to decipher this visual language. By subjecting the dataset to 

detailed visual analysis, the aim is to uncover intricate patterns and features that distinguish 

between different freshness states. This approach moves beyond conventional methods, 

providing a nuanced understanding of the visual markers that define freshness in each 

vegetable class. 

The dataset's meticulous curation serves a dual purpose by capturing both intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors influencing vegetable freshness. Intrinsic factors, such as genetic 

variations and inherent properties of each vegetable type, contribute to the uniqueness of 

freshness patterns. Extrinsic factors, encompassing environmental conditions and 

agricultural practices, add another layer of complexity. The rationale is to develop a 

classification model that identifies visual cues while considering the broader context in 

which vegetables grow and age. The primary motivation is to advance agricultural 

practices, extending beyond the confines of a laboratory to the fields where farmers make 

crucial decisions. A robust freshness classification system provides farmers with insights 

into optimal harvest times, minimizing waste, and optimizing yields. This contribution 

aligns with the global imperative of producing more sustainably. 

The integration of Transfer Learning techniques reflects a rationale to foster technological 

innovation. Transfer Learning allows the model to leverage pre-existing knowledge, 

enhancing overall efficiency. The goal is not only to develop a powerful classification 

model but to contribute to the advancement of Transfer Learning methodologies in the 

broader field of image classification. Ultimately, the rationale extends to meeting the needs 

of both the vegetable industry and consumers. By developing a freshness classification 

system that is accurate, adaptable, and context-aware, the aim is to provide a tool that 

addresses industry challenges. This aligns with broader industry goals of reducing waste, 

enhancing efficiency, and meeting the expectations of a discerning consumer base. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

The research questions crafted for this study are designed to delve into the intricate facets 

of vegetable freshness classification. They provide a roadmap for a comprehensive 

exploration of the dataset, guided by the utilization of Image Processing and Transfer 

Learning techniques. The following questions encapsulate the essence of the study, steering 

the investigation towards a nuanced understanding of the complexities inherent in 

vegetable freshness. 

1. How effectively can Image Processing techniques discern the visual cues 

defining each vegetable's freshness? 

This question serves as the cornerstone of the study, aiming to evaluate the efficacy 

of Image Processing in unraveling the intricate visual language of vegetable 

freshness. By subjecting the dataset to detailed analysis, the goal is to identify and 

understand the specific visual features that distinguish between different freshness 

states within each vegetable class. 

2. What role do environmental conditions play in shaping the dataset and 

influencing vegetable freshness? 

Understanding the impact of environmental conditions is crucial for a holistic 

classification model. This question aims to unravel how factors such as 

temperature, humidity, and light contribute to the visual characteristics of 

vegetables. By considering these extrinsic factors, the study seeks to enhance the 

adaptability and robustness of the freshness classification system. 

3. How do agricultural practices contribute to the intrinsic characteristics 

defining vegetable freshness? 

Intrinsic factors, shaped by agricultural practices, are pivotal in determining the 

freshness of vegetables. This question explores how cultivation methods, soil 

conditions, and farming techniques influence the inherent properties of each 

vegetable type. The goal is to capture the unique signatures of freshness embedded 

within the intrinsic characteristics of the vegetables. 

4. To what extent can Transfer Learning enhance the efficiency and accuracy of 

freshness classification across different vegetable classes? 
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Transfer Learning introduces a layer of complexity and adaptability to the 

classification model. This question probes into the potential of Transfer Learning 

to leverage knowledge gained from one vegetable class and apply it to others. By 

understanding the extent to which Transfer Learning enhances efficiency, the study 

aims to contribute insights into the broader applicability of this technique in 

vegetable freshness classification. 

These research questions form the scaffolding upon which the study is built, guiding the 

exploration of vegetable freshness classification with precision and depth. Each question, 

carefully crafted, represents a unique facet of the overarching goal—to advance our 

understanding of vegetable freshness and contribute to the development of a practical and 

impactful classification system. 

 

1.5 Expected Output 

The expected outcome of this study encompasses a multifaceted impact on the fields of 

agriculture, technology, and the broader food industry. Through the meticulous exploration 

of vegetable freshness classification utilizing advanced Image Processing and Transfer 

Learning techniques, the study anticipates several key outcomes that contribute to the 

enhancement of industry practices, technological innovation, and sustainability. 

1. Precision in Freshness Classification: The primary expected outcome is the 

development of a highly precise freshness classification system. By leveraging 

Image Processing and Transfer Learning, the model aims to discern visual cues 

with unparalleled accuracy. This precision extends beyond simple binary 

distinctions, capturing the nuanced gradations of freshness within each vegetable 

class. The outcome is a classification system that goes beyond industry standards, 

providing detailed insights into the dynamic lifecycle of vegetables. 

2. Adaptability to Diverse Environmental Conditions: The study expects to 

unravel the influence of environmental conditions on vegetable freshness, 

enhancing the model's adaptability. By understanding how factors like temperature, 

humidity, and light shape the visual characteristics of vegetables, the outcome is a 

classification system that can accommodate diverse growing environments. This 
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adaptability is crucial for real-world applicability across various geographical 

locations and climates. 

3. Insights into Intrinsic Factors Impacting Freshness: Through the investigation 

of agricultural practices, the study aims to provide insights into intrinsic factors that 

influence vegetable freshness. The expected outcome is a deeper understanding of 

how cultivation methods and farming techniques contribute to the inherent 

properties of vegetables. This knowledge enhances the model's ability to capture 

the unique freshness signatures embedded within each vegetable class. 

4. Efficiency Gains with Transfer Learning: Anticipated is an outcome that 

showcases the efficiency gains achieved through Transfer Learning. By leveraging 

knowledge gained from one vegetable class to enhance the classification of others, 

the model aims to demonstrate a level of adaptability that transcends conventional 

approaches. The outcome is a more efficient and robust freshness classification 

system, contributing to advancements in Transfer Learning methodologies. 

5. Economic Sustainability in Agriculture: The study envisions a tangible impact 

on the economic sustainability of agricultural practices and the vegetable industry. 

By optimizing harvesting times, minimizing waste, and enhancing overall supply 

chain efficiency, the expected outcome is a model that aligns with global 

sustainability goals. This outcome contributes to the economic viability of 

agriculture, fostering practices that balance productivity with resource 

conservation. 
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1.6 Report Layout 

In this pivotal chapter, the report's layout serves as a clear roadmap for navigating the 

exploration of vegetable freshness classification: 

 

Chapter 1: Provides a panoramic view, introducing motivations, rationale, research 

questions, and expected outcomes. 

Chapter 2: Delves into preliminaries, terminologies, and relevant works, setting the stage 

for understanding the scope and challenges in vegetable freshness monitoring. 

Chapter 3: Explores the research approach, covering subject instrumentation, data 

collection procedures, statistical analysis, proposed methodologies, and implementation 

requirements. 

Chapter 4: Unfolds the experimental setup, results, and analysis of transfer learning models 

applied to vegetable freshness classification. Discusses strengths, limitations, and 

implications. 

Chapter 5: Examines societal and environmental implications, ethical aspects, and 

proposes a sustainability plan, contextualizing the broader impact of the study. 

Chapter 6: Synthesizes findings, aligning them with research objectives. Reflects on 

contributions, significance of the vegetable freshness classification system, and suggests 

future avenues. 

This structured layout ensures a seamless and comprehensive presentation of the research, 

guiding readers through the intricate exploration of vegetable freshness classification.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

2.1 Preliminaries/Terminologies 

In the realm of vegetable freshness classification, establishing a robust foundation through 

a thorough understanding of preliminaries and terminologies is imperative. This chapter 

unfurls the intricacies of key concepts, creating a shared language for readers to navigate 

the complexities of vegetable freshness assessment. 

The study introduces a precise set of terminologies tailored to the nuanced field of 

vegetable freshness. Unpacking terms such as "fresh," "aged," and "rotten" takes center 

stage, establishing a common vocabulary essential for precise communication. The 

differentiation between these terms is not merely semantic but forms the core of the 

classification model, providing clarity on the distinct states vegetables can exhibit. 

Preliminary discussions delve into the visual characteristics that serve as the basis for 

freshness classification. The nuanced exploration includes color variations, changes in 

texture, size, and shape, each playing a pivotal role in determining the freshness states of 

diverse vegetable classes. By elucidating these visual cues, the study lays the groundwork 

for the subsequent application of Image Processing techniques. 

Understanding the temporal dynamics of vegetable freshness is essential in crafting an 

effective classification model. The terminological framework includes concepts related to 

the temporal evolution of freshness, capturing the shifts from the vibrancy of "fresh" to the 

degradation of "rotten" over time. This temporal dimension adds a layer of sophistication 

to the classification system, aligning it with the dynamic nature of agricultural produce. 

Beyond the technicalities, the study introduces terminologies that consider the cultural 

significance of vegetables. Concepts like "culinary heritage" and "traditional freshness 

norms" are woven into the terminological fabric, acknowledging that the perception of 

freshness is not solely governed by visual cues but is also deeply rooted in cultural practices 

and culinary traditions. An integral aspect of vegetable freshness lies in the metrics 

associated with harvesting. The chapter unpacks terms related to optimal harvesting times, 
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exploring factors such as ripeness and maturity. Understanding these metrics is pivotal for 

farmers and producers, aligning harvesting practices with the freshness classification 

model proposed in subsequent chapters. 

By elucidating these preliminaries and terminologies, Chapter 2.1 establishes a solid 

foundation for readers, ensuring a shared understanding of the intricate world of vegetable 

freshness classification. This clarity is not only fundamental for comprehending 

subsequent chapters but also essential for fostering a collaborative discourse within the 

broader community engaged in agricultural research and technology. 

 

2.2 Related Works 

Valentino and colleagues presented a study focusing on the application of Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) in the 

detection of freshness in apple and banana images. The CNN-LSTM hybrid model 

achieved an impressive accuracy of 95.2% in freshness classification. However, the study 

encountered limitations related to the dataset size, emphasizing the need for expansion and 

diversification. Recommendations for future work include conducting tests on larger 

datasets and extending the scope to explore freshness detection in other fruits [1]. 

Zarnaq and team delved into the realm of parsley freshness assessment using various 

machine learning techniques, including K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The CNN with transfer 

learning yielded a commendable accuracy of 92.7% in freshness classification. However, 

the study highlighted the requirement for high-quality images and proposed avenues for 

further research, including the development of real-time applications and exploration into 

hyperspectral imaging for enhanced accuracy [2]. Kazi and Panda focused on transfer 

learning for fruit freshness classification, employing popular architectures such as VGG16 

and ResNet50. Their study utilized MobileNetV2 with transfer learning, achieving an 

accuracy of 93.5% in freshness classification. Despite the success, the model was deemed 

computationally expensive. To address this, the authors suggested the optimization of the 
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model for mobile devices. Furthermore, future research directions involve extending the 

application to other fruits beyond apples, bananas, and oranges [3]. 

Kumar and co-authors presented an extensive study on fruit freshness detection and 

classification, involving apple, banana, mango, and orange images. Their approach 

integrated Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) 

into an ensemble model, achieving an impressive accuracy of 97.2% in freshness 

classification. However, the complexity of the model architecture was acknowledged, 

prompting the need for reduction. The study recommended future work to focus on 

simplifying the model and exploring explainable AI techniques for increased 

interpretability [4]. In Mudaliar's work, the focus was on combining Machine Learning 

(ML) and the Internet of Things (IoT) for fruit freshness detection, particularly in apple 

and banana images. Utilizing Naive Bayes and Decision Tree algorithms, the study 

achieved an accuracy of 89.4% with a subsequent integration of Random Forest and IoT 

sensors. However, limitations were identified, including a scarcity of sensor data and the 

need for additional hardware. Recommendations for future research involve integrating the 

proposed model with existing IoT infrastructure and exploring other sensor types to 

enhance the system's robustness [5]. 

Roy and colleagues contributed a study employing deep learning techniques and semantic 

segmentation for real-time fruit detection without specifying the fruit types involved. 

Achieving an accuracy of 95.23%, the study acknowledged limitations related to a 

restricted dataset size. Future work is suggested to involve testing on larger datasets and 

incorporating more fruit types to enhance the model's generalizability and practical 

applicability in industrial settings [6]. The work by Srinivas and Yadiah focused on deep 

learning for fruit quality inspection, though specific details about the dataset, methods, and 

results were not provided. Due to the lack of information, further details and insights into 

the study's findings and implications remain undisclosed [7]. Chakraborty and 

collaborators addressed the identification of rotten fruits using deep learning methods, 

leveraging the Plant Village Dataset comprising 20,000 images. The study employed 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and transfer learning, achieving an impressive 
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accuracy of 97.32%. Despite this success, the study recognized limitations in dataset 

diversity, emphasizing the importance of collecting more varied datasets, including 

different fruit types and lighting conditions. This recommendation is vital for ensuring the 

model's effectiveness across a broader spectrum of scenarios and fruit categories [8]. 

Sarkar's study focused on Indian vegetable image classification using CNNs, achieving an 

accuracy of 93.78%. However, the research encountered limitations related to a limited 

dataset size and variety. To address these constraints, the study recommended collecting 

larger and more diverse datasets while incorporating domain-specific knowledge to 

enhance the model's performance and relevance in the context of Indian vegetables [9]. Xu 

and team introduced an improved residual network for grading lettuce freshness, utilizing 

a self-built dataset comprising 1000 lettuce images. The model achieved an accuracy of 

96.54%, but the study acknowledged limitations associated with a limited dataset size and 

variety. Future work is advised to focus on collecting larger and more diverse datasets, 

including different lettuce varieties and lighting conditions, to enhance the model's 

robustness and applicability [11]. 

Ni et al. monitored the banana freshness change process using GoogLeNet, obtaining an 

accuracy of 94.52%. The study faced constraints due to a limited dataset size and variety. 

Recommendations for future research involve collecting larger and more diverse datasets, 

specifically encompassing different banana varieties and lighting conditions, to improve 

the model's accuracy and generalizability [12]. Sahitya and collaborators conducted quality 

analysis on agricultural produce using CNNs, achieving an accuracy of 93.20%. Similar to 

other studies, limitations were attributed to a restricted dataset size and variety. The 

proposed remedy involves collecting larger and more diverse datasets, encompassing 

different produce types and lighting conditions, to augment the model's effectiveness in 

real-world scenarios [13]. 

Patel and colleagues presented an algorithm for fruit detection using improved multiple 

features, achieving an accuracy of 87.25%. The study faced challenges related to a limited 

dataset size and variety, as well as difficulty in handling complex backgrounds. To 

overcome these issues, the authors recommended collecting larger and more diverse 
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datasets and incorporating background subtraction techniques for improved accuracy [14]. 

Harsh et al. employed a CNN approach for fruit freshness detection, achieving an accuracy 

of 92.78%. Similar to other studies, limitations were identified in terms of a limited dataset 

size and variety. The recommended course of action involves collecting larger and more 

diverse datasets while incorporating domain-specific knowledge to improve the model's 

performance in fruit freshness detection [15]. 

 

2.3 Comparative Analysis and Summary 

The landscape of vegetable freshness classification has seen significant exploration 

through various studies, each employing distinct methodologies and technologies. A 

comparative analysis of these works unveils valuable insights into the strengths, 

limitations, and potential avenues for enhancing the proposed vegetable freshness 

classification system. 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory networks 

(LSTMs): Valentino et al. pioneered the fusion of CNNs and LSTMs for freshness 

detection in apple and banana images, achieving an impressive accuracy of 95.2%. 

However, the study underscored the need for dataset expansion, urging future endeavors 

to explore freshness detection across a broader spectrum of fruits. 

Machine Learning Techniques (KNN, SVM, CNN) for Parsley Freshness: Zarnaq and 

team ventured into parsley freshness assessment using diverse machine learning 

techniques, with CNN demonstrating notable accuracy. The study emphasized the 

requirement for high-quality images, pointing toward avenues for real-time applications 

and exploration into hyperspectral imaging for heightened accuracy. 

Transfer Learning for Fruit Freshness: Kazi and Panda delved into transfer learning for 

fruit freshness classification, achieving a commendable accuracy of 93.5%. The study 

flagged computational expenses, prompting a call for model optimization for mobile 

devices and expanding applications to a broader fruit repertoire. 
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Ensemble Model for Fruit Freshness Detection: Kumar et al. integrated CNNs and 

Multilayer Perceptrons into an ensemble model for fruit freshness detection, attaining an 

impressive accuracy of 97.2%. Acknowledging the model's complexity, the study 

recommended streamlining the architecture and exploring explainable AI techniques for 

increased interpretability. 

Machine Learning and IoT Integration for Fruit Freshness: Mudaliar's work combined 

Machine Learning and the Internet of Things (IoT) for fruit freshness detection, particularly 

in apples and bananas. Despite achieving an accuracy of 89.4%, challenges included scarce 

sensor data and the need for additional hardware. Future research directions involve 

integrating the proposed model with existing IoT infrastructure and exploring diverse 

sensor types. 

Deep Learning Techniques and Semantic Segmentation: Roy et al. employed deep 

learning techniques and semantic segmentation for real-time fruit detection, achieving an 

accuracy of 95.23%. The study recognized dataset limitations, prompting suggestions for 

testing on larger datasets and incorporating more fruit types to enhance the model's 

generalizability. 

Deep Learning for Fruit Quality Inspection: Srinivas and Yadiah focused on deep 

learning for fruit quality inspection, yet specific details about the dataset, methods, and 

results were not provided. Due to the lack of information, further insights into the study's 

findings and implications remain undisclosed. 

Deep Learning for Rotten Fruit Identification: Chakraborty and collaborators addressed 

the identification of rotten fruits using deep learning methods, achieving an impressive 

accuracy of 97.32%. The study emphasized the importance of collecting more varied 

datasets, including different fruit types and lighting conditions, to ensure the model's 

effectiveness across diverse scenarios. 

CNNs for Indian Vegetable Image Classification: Sarkar's study focused on Indian 

vegetable image classification using CNNs, achieving an accuracy of 93.78%. The research 
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recommended collecting larger and more diverse datasets, incorporating domain-specific 

knowledge to enhance the model's performance in the context of Indian vegetables. 

Improved Residual Network for Lettuce Freshness Grading: Xu and team introduced 

an improved residual network for grading lettuce freshness, attaining an accuracy of 

96.54%. The study acknowledged limitations related to dataset size and variety, advising 

future work to focus on collecting larger and more diverse datasets for enhanced model 

robustness. 

GoogLeNet for Banana Freshness Change Monitoring: Ni et al. monitored banana 

freshness change using GoogLeNet, obtaining an accuracy of 94.52%. The study 

recommended collecting larger and more diverse datasets, encompassing different banana 

varieties and lighting conditions, to improve the model's accuracy and generalizability. 

CNNs for Agricultural Produce Quality Analysis: Sahitya and collaborators conducted 

quality analysis on agricultural produce using CNNs, achieving an accuracy of 93.20%. 

Like other studies, limitations were attributed to a restricted dataset size and variety, 

necessitating the collection of larger and more diverse datasets for increased effectiveness. 

Algorithm for Fruit Detection: Patel et al. presented an algorithm for fruit detection with 

an accuracy of 87.25%. Challenges included a limited dataset size and variety, along with 

difficulties in handling complex backgrounds. The study recommended collecting larger 

and more diverse datasets and incorporating background subtraction techniques for 

improved accuracy. 

CNN Approach for Fruit Freshness Detection: Harsh et al. employed a CNN approach 

for fruit freshness detection, achieving an accuracy of 92.78%. Similar to other studies, 

limitations were identified in terms of a limited dataset size and variety. The recommended 

course of action involves collecting larger and more diverse datasets while incorporating 

domain-specific knowledge to improve the model's performance in fruit freshness 

detection. 

This comparative analysis provides a comprehensive overview of the methodologies 

applied in related works, emphasizing the collective progress made in vegetable freshness 
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classification. Understanding the strengths and limitations of each approach informs the 

proposed model's refinement and potential contributions to the field. 

 

2.4 Scope of the Problem 

Understanding the scope of vegetable freshness classification requires a comprehensive 

exploration of various dimensions inherent in the task. The study encompasses a diverse 

range of vegetables, each presenting unique challenges in terms of visual characteristics, 

color variations, and size. Notably, the classification model needs to adapt to the dynamic 

nature of freshness, capturing temporal changes post-harvest. The influence of 

environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, and light on vegetable freshness 

introduces additional complexities. To address these challenges, the study acknowledges 

the need for an extensive and diverse dataset, emphasizing its representation of varied 

conditions. Furthermore, achieving transferability across different vegetables is a central 

challenge, requiring the model to adapt to the specific features of each class while 

leveraging insights gained from others. Computational efficiency is crucial for real-world 

applications, necessitating optimization for deployment on diverse devices, including 

mobile platforms. Cultural and regional specificity adds another layer of complexity, 

demanding consideration of local preferences and practices. The model's potential for real-

time application introduces the challenge of rapid and efficient freshness monitoring in 

agricultural and commercial contexts. Interpretability and explainability are addressed to 

enhance user trust, aligning with Kumar et al.'s recommendation for exploring explainable 

AI techniques. IoT integration is a vital challenge, extending the model's capabilities 

through the incorporation of additional sensor types and leveraging existing IoT 

infrastructure. Variations in lighting conditions pose a challenge that must be addressed for 

consistent and accurate performance. Finally, ethical considerations, such as dataset biases, 

are acknowledged, emphasizing the need for fairness and inclusivity in dataset 

representation. Navigating this multifaceted scope is critical for the development of a 

robust and applicable vegetable freshness classification system. 
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2.5 Challenges 

Navigating the landscape of vegetable freshness classification brings forth several 

challenges that demand meticulous consideration. One prominent challenge revolves 

around the visual intricacies inherent in diverse vegetables. The variations in color, texture, 

and size among different classes pose a significant hurdle, requiring a classification model 

that can discern subtle nuances specific to each vegetable. Additionally, the temporal 

dynamics of freshness present a complex puzzle, demanding a system not only capable of 

capturing the current state but also predicting the evolution of freshness over time. 

 

Environmental influences further compound the challenges, as factors like temperature, 

humidity, and light play pivotal roles in shaping the visual characteristics of vegetables. 

Adapting the model to these environmental dynamics is crucial for ensuring its robustness 

across diverse growing conditions. The need for a substantial and diverse dataset is another 

critical challenge, echoing the insights from related works. The dataset must not only cover 

a broad spectrum of vegetables but also encompass various conditions under which they 

may be encountered, ranging from different regions and climates to distinct harvesting 

times. 

 

Another substantial challenge lies in achieving transferability across vegetables. While 

related works have successfully classified freshness within specific vegetables, developing 

a model that seamlessly transfers learning across a broader spectrum is a formidable task. 

This involves adapting to the unique characteristics of each vegetable class while 

leveraging insights gained from others. Computational efficiency is pivotal for real-world 

applications, urging the optimization of the model for deployment on various devices, 

including resource-constrained platforms like mobile devices. The study acknowledges the 

need for a balance between computational complexity and efficiency to ensure widespread 

adoption. 

 

Cultural and regional specificity introduces a layer of complexity, requiring the model to 

incorporate domain-specific knowledge to enhance its performance and relevance in 
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diverse cultural and regional contexts. Real-time applications, interpretability, and 

explainability are pressing challenges that demand attention. The integration of IoT and the 

consideration of lighting conditions further expand the scope of challenges, urging the 

development of a comprehensive freshness classification system that not only addresses 

these complexities but also aligns with ethical considerations for unbiased and inclusive 

outcomes. Navigating these challenges is instrumental in crafting a solution that goes 

beyond theoretical prowess and translates into practical applicability in real-world 

scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Research Methodology 

 

3.1 Research Subject and Instrumentation 

The research methodology unfolds with a strategic choice of tools and platforms. The 

selected coding environment is Google Colab, a cloud-based Jupyter notebook solution 

that seamlessly integrates with Google Drive. The decision to utilize Google Colab aligns 

with the practical needs of the research, eliminating the necessity for local setups and 

fostering collaborative work with real-time synchronization. More importantly, Google 

Colab provides researchers with free access to Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), a crucial 

asset for computationally intensive tasks like deep learning model training. 

 

The implementation on Google Colab is complemented by the adoption of a transfer 

learning approach, a key facet of the research methodology. Transfer learning involves 

leveraging knowledge gained from pre-training a model on a particular task and applying 

that knowledge to a different but related task. In the context of vegetable freshness 

classification, transfer learning is invaluable as it allows the model to benefit from features 

learned on large datasets, such as ImageNet, and adapt them to the specific visual 

characteristics of vegetables. The strategic use of GPU acceleration within Google Colab 

further enhances the efficiency of this transfer learning process. GPU resources expedite 

model training, facilitating faster iterations and optimizing the overall development 

pipeline. 

 

This choice of tools and approach is not arbitrary but aligns with the pragmatic 

considerations of the research objectives. Google Colab's user-friendly interface, cloud-

based collaboration, and GPU acceleration collectively democratize access to high-

performance computing resources. This democratization is pivotal, making advanced 

techniques like transfer learning feasible for a broader community of researchers. The 

synergy between Google Colab's accessibility and GPU acceleration's computational 
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prowess positions the research for efficient and effective model development. As the 

methodology unfolds, these choices will continue to play a crucial role in shaping the 

trajectory of the vegetable freshness classification study.Figure 3.1 visualizes the steps 

involved in methodology. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Methodology Workflow 

 

3.2 Data Collection Procedure 

The data collection procedure in this study is a meticulous process designed to ensure the 

quality and relevance of the dataset for vegetable freshness classification. The choice of 

vegetables is a key starting point, and in this research, a human-driven selection process is 

employed. Researchers carefully choose a representative set of vegetables, considering 

factors such as variety, popularity, and visual distinctiveness. This human touch in the 

selection process ensures that the dataset mirrors real-world scenarios, encompassing a 

diverse range of vegetables commonly encountered in everyday contexts. 

 

Once the vegetables are selected, a detailed observation phase ensues. Each vegetable 

undergoes careful scrutiny to understand and document its visual characteristics associated 

with freshness. This close examination involves assessing factors like color variations, 

texture, and size, which are crucial for subsequent freshness classification. Researchers 

note the nuances specific to each vegetable class, forming a comprehensive understanding 

of the visual cues indicative of freshness. 

 

Before the actual photo-taking process, a critical step involves cleaning the selected 

vegetables. This step is integral to eliminate any external factors that could potentially 

influence the visual characteristics captured in the images. Cleaning ensures that the dataset 
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reflects the intrinsic features of the vegetables relevant to freshness classification, without 

interference from external contaminants. 

 

The photo-taking process is conducted in a controlled lighting environment. This 

controlled setting is essential to standardize the lighting conditions and minimize external 

variables that could introduce noise into the dataset. By ensuring consistency in lighting, 

researchers enhance the dataset's reliability, enabling the model to generalize well across 

different scenarios. The controlled environment is a deliberate choice to create a dataset 

that captures the vegetables' visual features authentically, without distortions caused by 

unpredictable lighting variations. 
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Figure 3.2: Dataset Sample 
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Figure 3.3: Dataset Sample 
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Figure 3.4: Dataset Sample 

 

3.3 Statistical Analysis 

3.3.1 Data Pre-processing 

Data pre-processing is a crucial phase in the research methodology, shaping the quality and 

integrity of the dataset for vegetable freshness classification. The process begins with the 

careful selection of images, ensuring that each one is representative of the chosen 

vegetables and captured in the controlled lighting environment. The emphasis on image 
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quality from the outset is instrumental in laying the groundwork for a dataset that 

accurately reflects the visual characteristics of fresh and non-fresh vegetables. 

 

Manual labeling is a meticulous task undertaken with precision and justification. Each 

image is labeled by researchers, associating it with the respective freshness class based on 

the observed visual cues. This manual labeling process adds a layer of human intelligence, 

aligning the dataset with the nuanced understanding developed during the observation 

phase. The justification for each label provides transparency in the labeling process, 

allowing for traceability and validation of the dataset's accuracy. To ensure the dataset's 

cleanliness, a systematic approach is employed to remove blurry and noisy images. Blurry 

images, which can distort visual features, are excluded to maintain the dataset's fidelity. 

Similarly, noisy images, containing irrelevant details or artifacts, are identified and 

removed. This meticulous curation ensures that the dataset is free from distortions that 

could adversely impact the training and performance of the freshness classification model. 

 

The images are then subjected to a standardization process where they are rescaled and 

resized to a uniform size of 300 by 300 pixels. This standardization serves multiple 

purposes. It not only ensures consistency in image dimensions but also reduces 

computational complexity during model training. The uniform size facilitates efficient 

processing and enhances the model's ability to learn features consistently across all images 

in the dataset. The data pre-processing phase is a comprehensive series of steps designed 

to enhance the dataset's quality and prepare it for effective use in training the freshness 

classification model. From careful image selection to manual labeling with justification, 

removal of blurry and noisy images, and standardization of image size, each step is 

undertaken with precision to create a dataset that aligns with the research's objectives of 

accurate and reliable vegetable freshness classification. 
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3.3.2 Dataset Splitting 

The dataset splitting process is a critical component of the research methodology, 

determining how the collected and pre-processed images are distributed for training, 

testing, and validation purposes. In this study, a judicious approach is taken, allocating 

80% of the dataset for training, 10% for testing, and 10% for validation. This division is 

strategic, striking a balance between providing the model with sufficient data for learning 

and ensuring robust evaluation metrics through distinct testing and validation sets. 

 

Training Set (80%): 

The majority of the dataset, comprising 80%, is dedicated to the training set. This sizeable 

portion serves as the foundation for the model to learn the intricate patterns and features 

associated with vegetable freshness. A larger training set enhances the model's capacity to 

generalize well, capturing the diverse characteristics of different vegetables and their 

freshness states. The training set is instrumental in fine-tuning the parameters of the 

freshness classification model, fostering its ability to make accurate predictions. 

 

Testing Set (10%): 

A reserved testing set, constituting 10% of the dataset, is crucial for unbiased evaluation. 

These images, unseen by the model during training, provide a rigorous benchmark for 

assessing the model's performance on new, unseen data. The testing set acts as a litmus 

test, gauging how well the freshness classification model generalizes to novel instances. 

The unbiased nature of the testing set ensures that the evaluation metrics accurately reflect 

the model's real-world performance. 

 

Validation Set (10%): 

The remaining 10% of the dataset is allocated to the validation set. This set serves as an 

additional layer of evaluation, distinct from the testing set. It helps fine-tune 

hyperparameters and detect overfitting during the model training process. The validation 

set plays a pivotal role in ensuring that the model's performance is optimized, striking the 

right balance between complexity and simplicity. It acts as a safeguard against the model 
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becoming too specialized to the training data, enhancing its adaptability to diverse 

vegetable freshness scenarios. 

 

TABLE 3.1: DATASET DETAILS SHOWING COLLECTED IMAGE NUMBER AND SPLIT IMAGE 

COUNTS 

Class Total Images Training (80%) Validation (10%) Test (10%) 

Beans Fresh 383 306 38 39 

Carrot Rotten 359 287 36 36 

Cabbage Aged 357 286 36 35 

Beans Rotten 356 284 36 36 

Cabbage Fresh 352 282 35 35 

Radishes Rotten 342 273 34 35 

Beans Aged 331 265 33 33 

Radishes Fresh 322 257 32 33 

Cabbage Rotten 319 255 32 32 

Radishes Aged 312 250 31 31 

Carrot Aged 310 248 31 31 

Carrot Fresh 302 241 30 31 

 

This distribution ensures that each freshness condition is well-represented across the 

training, validation, and testing sets, fostering a holistic and representative learning 

environment for my models. The adherence to this well-established ratio is not just a 

procedural step; it is a strategic decision crucial for the success and reliability of my 

vegetable freshness classification study. 

 

3.3.3 Transfer Learning Model 

Transfer learning is a powerful machine learning technique that involves leveraging 

knowledge gained from pre-training a model on one task and applying that knowledge to 

a different but related task. In the context of vegetable freshness classification, transfer 

learning is highly appropriate and advantageous for several reasons. 
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Transfer learning is particularly suitable for tasks like vegetable freshness classification 

due to its ability to capitalize on features learned from extensive datasets. Models pre-

trained on large and diverse datasets, such as ImageNet, have already acquired a wealth of 

knowledge about general visual features. This proves beneficial for my task as vegetables 

exhibit unique visual characteristics related to freshness, and a pre-trained model can 

effectively capture these nuances.Transfer learning is known for its efficiency in terms of 

both time and computational power. Pre-trained models significantly reduce the time 

required for training since they have already learned generic features. The computational 

power needed is less compared to training a model from scratch. This efficiency is 

particularly valuable for researchers working with limited resources or time 

constraints.Vegetable freshness classification involves discerning subtle visual cues that 

indicate freshness. Transfer learning, by starting with a model that already understands 

generic visual features, allows the model to focus on learning the specific features relevant 

to freshness. This is advantageous as it facilitates the adaptation of the model to the unique 

characteristics of different vegetables and their freshness states. 

In the context of my problem, the transfer learning approach involves taking a pre-trained 

convolutional neural network (CNN), such as DenseNet201, and fine-tuning it on my 

custom dataset. The initial layers of the pre-trained model, which capture general features, 

remain frozen, while the later layers are adjusted to learn the specific features of vegetable 

freshness. This process is effective in training a model that can accurately classify 

vegetables based on their freshness, benefiting from both the general visual knowledge and 

the specific freshness-related features. Transfer learning is a judicious choice for vegetable 

freshness classification, offering efficiency in terms of time and computational power. 

Leveraging pre-trained models allows the adaptation of generic visual features to the 

unique characteristics of vegetables, making it a potent strategy for my specific task. The 

utilization involves fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN, striking a balance between generic 

knowledge and task-specific nuances to create a robust freshness classification model. 
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3.3.4 ResNet50 

Imagine a deep learning network plagued by the vanishing gradient problem – information 

fading as it travels through layers, hindering the network's ability to learn complex features. 

Enter ResNet50, a 50-layer deep residual network that elegantly solves this conundrum. Its 

secret weapon? Skip connections. These direct pathways circumvent several layers, 

allowing information to flow unhindered, preserving crucial details for accurate image 

classification. 

ResNet50's architecture is a masterpiece of simplicity and effectiveness. It stacks residual 

blocks, each containing two convolutional layers sandwiched between identity shortcuts. 

These shortcuts bypass the non-linear transformations, ensuring gradients flow freely and 

enabling ResNet50 to learn intricate features crucial for discerning subtle differences 

between freshnessy and diseased vegetable. The impact of this architectural prowess is 

undeniable. ResNet50 has achieved state-of-the-art performance on ImageNet, a vast 

image classification benchmark, and its success has transcended various domains, 

including medical imaging and, potentially, vegetable freshness assessment. Its ability to 

capture subtle details and robustly learn complex relationships between pixels makes it a 

strong contender for this task. 

 

3.3.5 ResNet152  

For those who believe bigger is better, ResNet152 steps onto the stage. This behemoth, 

boasting 152 layers, takes the residual philosophy to an even grander scale. By stacking 

more residual blocks, ResNet152 potentially extracts even finer-grained features from 

vegetable images, potentially leading to even higher accuracy in disease detection and 

freshness assessment. However, with great power comes great responsibility. ResNet152's 

increased complexity demands more computational resources and training data compared 

to its shallower sibling. While its potential for superior accuracy is enticing, careful 

consideration of computational limitations is crucial when choosing this architecture for 

vegetable freshness applications. 
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3.3.6 InceptionResNetV2: 

InceptionResNetV2 boasts a sophisticated architecture that seamlessly integrates Inception 

modules, known for their efficient convolutional blocks, with residual connections. This 

amalgamation enables the model to achieve high accuracy while maintaining a more 

streamlined parameter count. The model exhibits excellent accuracy not only on ImageNet 

but also on various large datasets. One of its standout features is the efficient utilization of 

memory compared to ResNet models, allowing for robust performance without excessive 

computational demands. Despite its strengths, InceptionResNetV2's complex architecture 

can present challenges during fine-tuning for specific tasks. Achieving optimal 

performance often requires careful hyperparameter tuning, which can be a time-consuming 

process. 

 

3.3.7 VGG19: 

VGG19 adopts a deep network architecture characterized by stacked small convolutional 

filters, relying on increased depth for feature extraction. Its architecture is straightforward, 

emphasizing simplicity and intuitiveness. VGG19's simplicity and intuitive design 

contribute to its appeal. It performs admirably on smaller datasets, making it a reliable 

choice when faced with limited data availability. Additionally, readily available pre-trained 

weights further enhance its practicality. While VGG19 excels in simplicity, it is susceptible 

to overfitting, especially when dealing with smaller datasets. Moreover, its computational 

expense is notable when compared to newer models with comparable accuracy, potentially 

impacting its feasibility in resource-constrained environments. 
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3.4 Proposed Methodology 

3.4.1 DenseNet201 

Imagine a network where every layer directly communicates with every other layer, sharing 

information and collaborating in a harmonious dance. This is the essence of DenseNet201, 

a model that redefines feature learning with its unique dense connectivity pattern. Unlike 

traditional CNNs where information flows sequentially, DenseNet201 fosters feature reuse 

and knowledge sharing by directly connecting each layer to all subsequent layers. This 

dense web of connections promotes feature efficiency, potentially reducing the risk of 

overfitting, particularly beneficial for smaller datasets often encountered in vegetable 

freshness classification. DenseNet201's strength lies in its ability to learn compact and 

informative representations of vegetable images. This makes it a compelling choice for 

situations where data acquisition might be limited or computational resources are 

constrained. At the heart of DenseNet201 lies a philosophy of feature reuse and information 

sharing. Unlike traditional CNNs where information flows sequentially through layers, 

DenseNet201 fosters a dense web of connections. Each layer directly communicates with 

all subsequent layers, creating a collaborative environment where features get enriched and 

refined through continuous interactions. This architecture is akin to a bustling marketplace 

where knowledge flows freely, ensuring every layer benefits from the accumulated wisdom 

of its predecessors. 

Vegetable freshness classification datasets often face the hurdle of limited data availability. 

This is where DenseNet201's architecture shines. By promoting feature reuse and 

knowledge sharing, DenseNet201 can learn more compact and informative representations 

of vegetable images from smaller datasets. This reduces the risk of overfitting, a common 

pitfall in data-scarce scenarios, where the model memorizes training data rather than 

learning generalizable features. DenseNet201's potential further amplifies when combined 

with transfer learning. By initializing the model with weights pre-trained on a massive 

image classification dataset like ImageNet, I leverage the extensive knowledge it has 

already acquired. This pre-trained model acts as a powerful starting point, allowing 

DenseNet201 to quickly adapt to the specific nuances of vegetable images while focusing 
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its learning capacity on fine-tuning features relevant to freshness detection and 

classification. Figure 5 shows the general architecture of DenseNet201. 

 

Figure 3.5: Basic Architecture of DenseNet201[16] 

3.5 Implementation Requirements 

The successful implementation of my vegetable freshness classification system in the 

Google Colab environment demands meticulous consideration of various requirements, 

ranging from software tools to hardware specifications. This section elucidates the 

comprehensive set of implementation requirements, ensuring a seamless execution of my 

methodology. 
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3.5.1 Software Tools: 

Google Colab, being my chosen coding environment, provides a dynamic platform for 

executing Python code in a collaborative and cloud-based setting. It offers built-in support 

for deep learning libraries such as TensorFlow and PyTorch, both of which are instrumental 

for my transfer learning-based classification models. The utilization of these frameworks 

facilitates the seamless integration of pre-trained models, simplifying the implementation 

of complex neural network architectures. 

Jupyter Notebooks within Google Colab serve as my interactive coding interface, fostering 

an iterative and collaborative development process. The integration of version control 

tools, such as Git, enhances code management and collaboration, ensuring reproducibility 

and traceability of my experiments. Furthermore, auxiliary libraries like NumPy, Pandas, 

and Matplotlib play a crucial role in data manipulation, analysis, and visualization 

throughout the implementation. 

3.5.2 Hardware Specifications: 

The resource-intensive nature of deep learning tasks necessitates robust hardware support. 

Google Colab offers free access to Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and Tensor 

Processing Units (TPUs), significantly expediting the training process of my classification 

models. GPU acceleration is particularly beneficial for tasks involving large-scale image 

processing and complex neural network architectures, ensuring timely convergence during 

model training. 

The distributed computing capabilities of Google Colab enable parallel processing, 

enhancing the efficiency of my implementation. The availability of substantial Random-

Access Memory (RAM) in the virtual environment accommodates the loading and 

processing of the pre-processed dataset, preventing memory-related bottlenecks during 

model training and evaluation. 
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3.5.3 Data Integration: 

The processed dataset, meticulously curated through data collection, pre-processing, and 

dataset splitting, forms the cornerstone of my implementation. The dataset, encompassing 

instances of Coccidiosis, Freshnessy, and Salmonella conditions, is seamlessly integrated 

into Google Colab. The structured organization of the dataset, post pre-processing and 

splitting, ensures a systematic flow during the training, validation, and testing phases of 

my models. 

The integration of the dataset into the Google Colab environment involves efficient data 

loading procedures, leveraging the capabilities of data loading libraries such as 

TensorFlow's ImageDataGenerator. This integration is crucial for maintaining a coherent 

link between the dataset and the implementation, facilitating the model's exposure to 

diverse instances of  vegetable freshness conditions. 

3.5.4 Code Modularity and Documentation: 

Ensuring code modularity and thorough documentation is imperative for the sustainability 

and reproducibility of my implementation. Modular code structures, encapsulating specific 

functionalities, facilitate easy debugging, maintenance, and future enhancements. 

Comprehensive documentation, including inline comments and markdown cells within 

Jupyter Notebooks, elucidates the rationale behind each code block, the functionality of 

implemented methods, and the flow of the implementation. 

Moreover, the version control integration with Git in Google Colab supports iterative 

development and collaborative contributions. Regular commits, accompanied by 

meaningful commit messages, contribute to a well-maintained version history, enabling 

the tracking of changes and the ability to revert to specific milestones if needed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

The experimental framework is centered around the meticulous evaluation of five pre-

trained deep learning models tailored to my vegetable freshness classification study. These 

models—ResNet50, ResNet152, InceptionResNetV2, VGG19, and DenseNet201—are 

systematically taken through the training, validation, and testing phases, offering a 

comprehensive analysis of their effectiveness on my custom dataset. 

Selection of Pre-trained Models: My chosen pre-trained models span a range of 

architectures renowned for their efficacy in computer vision tasks. ResNet50 and 

ResNet152, both belonging to the ResNet family, are recognized for their deep layer 

architectures and skip connections, addressing the vanishing gradient problem. 

InceptionResNetV2 adopts a combination of Inception modules and residual connections 

for enhanced accuracy. VGG19 relies on a simple and intuitive design with stacked 

convolutional filters, while DenseNet201 follows a dense connectivity pattern, fostering 

feature reuse across layers. 

Training Procedure: Each pre-trained model undergoes a fine-tuning process tailored to 

the specific demands of vegetable freshness classification. Utilizing pre-trained weights as 

a starting point, the models adapt to my dataset over a specified number of epochs, with a 

carefully chosen learning rate to ensure convergence while preventing overfitting. The 

training dataset, featuring images labeled with various vegetable freshness states, serves as 

the foundation for the models to learn and extract indicative features. Models iteratively 

adjust their parameters to minimize classification error, leveraging the diversity and 

complexity of the vegetable freshness dataset. 

Validation and Hyperparameter Tuning: To assess the models' generalization 

capabilities, a distinct validation dataset is employed during training. Hyperparameters, 

including learning rate, batch size, and optimizer choice, undergo fine-tuning based on 
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validation performance. This iterative process ensures that the models strike a balance 

between capturing intricate patterns in the training data and generalizing effectively to 

unseen instances. 

Testing and Performance Evaluation: Following training, each model undergoes testing 

using a dataset of instances not encountered during training and validation. Standard 

metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score are employed to evaluate 

performance. These metrics offer a holistic assessment of the models' ability to correctly 

classify various vegetable freshness states, providing insights into their strengths and 

potential limitations. 

This experimental setup, encompassing five pre-trained models, adheres to a rigorous 

methodology, ensuring a comprehensive understanding of their efficacy in vegetable 

freshness classification. The individual evaluation of each model contributes to a nuanced 

analysis, guiding informed decisions on the most suitable model for my specific 

classification task. 

 

4.2 Experimental Results & Analysis 

The Experimental Results & Analysis segment marks the pinnacle of my methodical 

experimentation, serving as the crucible for extracting profound insights into the 

performance of the deployed deep learning models for vegetable freshness classification. 

This section meticulously examines the testing accuracy of each model—ResNet50, 

ResNet152, InceptionResNetV2, VGG19, and DenseNet201—unveiling intricate patterns 

and discerning their individual strengths and limitations. Table 2 succinctly presents the 

summarized testing results for each model. 
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TABLE 4.1: MODEL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY IN TESTING PERFORMANCES 

Model Accuracy (%) Loss 

ResNet50 66.83 1.11 

ResNet152 58.27 1.51 

InceptionResNetV2 93.32 0.20 

VGG19 94.55 0.24 

DenseNet201 98.02 0.06 

 

4.2.1 ResNet50: 

ResNet50 exhibits a testing accuracy of 66.83%, accompanied by a loss of 1.11. The 

accuracy suggests moderate proficiency in correctly classifying vegetable freshness 

conditions, while the loss of 1.11 indicates a moderate degree of deviation from actual 

values. The model shows promise but may benefit from further optimization to enhance its 

classification performance in the context of vegetable freshness. 

4.2.2 ResNet152: 

With a testing accuracy of 58.27% and a loss of 1.51, ResNet152 faces challenges in 

effectively capturing and distinguishing vegetable freshness states. The lower accuracy and 

higher loss indicate room for improvement, prompting further investigation and fine-tuning 

to enhance the model's performance in vegetable freshness classification. 

4.2.3 InceptionResNetV2: 

InceptionResNetV2 stands out with a high testing accuracy of 93.32% and a remarkably 

low loss of 0.20. These metrics indicate superior performance in accurately classifying 

vegetable freshness conditions. The intricate architecture of InceptionResNetV2 proves 

highly effective, making it a compelling model for vegetable freshness classification tasks. 
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4.2.4 VGG19: 

VGG19 demonstrates commendable testing accuracy at 94.55% and a low loss of 0.24. 

This suggests strong capabilities in precisely classifying vegetable freshness conditions. 

The simplicity of VGG19's architecture proves effective, making it a promising model for 

vegetable freshness classification. 

4.2.5 DenseNet201: 

DenseNet201 outshines with an exceptional testing accuracy of 98.02% and an 

impressively low loss of 0.06. These metrics signify the model's outstanding ability to 

accurately classify vegetable freshness. The dense connectivity pattern in DenseNet201 

proves highly effective, making it the recommended model for vegetable freshness 

classification tasks. The model exhibits robust learning, capturing intricate patterns and 

nuances in vegetable images with remarkable precision. 

4.2.6 Classification Report of DenseNet201 

A pivotal component of evaluating any classification model in machine learning is the 

classification report. This comprehensive document provides a nuanced and informative 

breakdown of the model's performance for each individual class. Precision, wielding the 

torch of accuracy, illuminates the proportion of predicted positives that are indeed true 

positives. Recall, acting as a counterpoint, casts its light upon the true positives 

successfully identified by the model, ensuring no deserving examples remain in the 

darkness of misclassification. F1-score, arising from the harmonious union of precision 

and recall, becomes the champion of balance, reflecting the model's adeptness in achieving 

both accuracy and inclusivity. Finally, support, serving as the bedrock of analysis, 

underpins each class with its respective numerical foundation. Through this insightful 

report, researchers gain a valuable roadmap for model optimization, enabling them to 

celebrate triumphs and strategically navigate further towards enhanced classification 

prowess. Table 3 shows the classification report for DenseNet201. 
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TABLE 4.2: CLASSIFICATION REPORT OF DENSENET201 MODEL (PROPOSED MODEL) 

Class Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

Beans Aged 0.96 0.92 0.94 25 

Beans Fresh 0.97 0.94 0.96 36 

Beans Rotten 0.94 1.00 0.97 31 

Cabbage Aged 1.00 1.00 1.00 29 

Cabbage Fresh 1.00 1.00 1.00 33 

Cabbage Rotten 1.00 1.00 1.00 28 

Carrot Aged 1.00 1.00 1.00 39 

Carrot Fresh 1.00 0.97 0.99 35 

Carrot Rotten 0.97 1.00 0.99 34 

Radishes Aged 0.93 1.00 0.96 38 

Radishes Fresh 1.00 0.95 0.98 44 

Radishes Rotten 1.00 0.97 0.98 32 

 

The classification report for DenseNet201 provides a comprehensive breakdown of the 

model's performance across different classes. This report is instrumental in evaluating the 

model's effectiveness in handling the complexities inherent in vegetable freshness 

classification. 
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4.2.7 Handling Class Imbalance: 

Vegetable freshness datasets often exhibit class imbalance, where certain freshness 

conditions may be less prevalent than others. DenseNet201's classification report 

showcases its ability to handle class imbalance effectively, as evidenced by the high 

precision, recall, and F1-score across all classes. This ensures that the model can accurately 

classify instances even when some freshness classes are underrepresented. 

Sensitivity to Freshness Variations: 

Vegetable conditions can manifest in subtle variations that require a model to be highly 

sensitive to nuanced features. DenseNet201's classification report, with its high precision 

and recall, underscores the model's sensitivity to diverse freshness variations. This 

sensitivity is crucial for early detection and accurate classification of different vegetable 

freshness states. 

Generalization Across Classes: 

The high precision, recall, and F1-score values for each class in DenseNet201's 

classification report signify its capacity to generalize effectively across diverse vegetable 

freshness conditions. This generalization is pivotal for real-world applications, where the 

model must adapt to various manifestations of freshness states in vegetables. 

4.2.8 Training and Validation Curves 

In Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, I visualize the training versus validation accuracy and loss 

curves, respectively, offering a comprehensive understanding of the learning dynamics 

during the training process for my vegetable freshness classification models. 
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Figure 4.1: Training and Validation Accuracy Curves 

 

Figure 4.2: Training and Validation Loss Curves 

Monitoring these curves is of paramount importance due to several key reasons. Firstly, 

they serve as indicators of the model's ability to generalize beyond the training dataset. 
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Discrepancies between the training and validation curves can highlight issues such as 

overfitting, where the model becomes overly tailored to the training data and struggles with 

new instances. This insight is crucial for ensuring that the model not only learns from the 

training data but also generalizes effectively to unseen instances. 

The curves also aid in the selection of the optimal model by identifying the epoch at which 

the validation accuracy plateaus or starts to decline. This point signifies the onset of 

overfitting and allows me to choose a model that strikes a balance between accuracy and 

generalization. It also helps in interpreting the convergence of the model during training. 

A well-converged model exhibits stable and consistent performance, while erratic or 

fluctuating curves may indicate challenges in learning the underlying patterns in the data. 

The interpretation of loss curves is equally vital. The training loss curve reflects how well 

the model is minimizing errors during training, and a decreasing trend indicates effective 

learning. The validation loss curve, on the other hand, provides insights into the model's 

ability to generalize. An increase in validation loss, especially when training loss continues 

to decrease, signals potential overfitting, emphasizing the need for careful model selection. 

Additionally, monitoring these curves contributes to the establishment of early stopping 

criteria, preventing the model from overfitting and ensuring that it captures the most 

relevant patterns without memorizing noise in the training data. The curves act as a guide 

for decisions related to model selection, hyperparameter tuning, and overall model 

robustness, aligning the learning trajectory with the real-world applicability of the 

vegetable freshness classification task. In essence, the training versus validation accuracy 

and loss curves serve as indispensable tools for understanding and refining the performance 

of my models. 

4.2.9 Confusion Matrix 

The confusion matrix provides a detailed breakdown of the model's classification 

performance by presenting the number of instances for each predicted and actual class. 

DenseNet201's confusion matrix, a vital component of the experimental results, further 

elucidates the model's strengths and areas for improvement. 
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In examining the confusion matrix, each row corresponds to the true class, and each column 

corresponds to the predicted class. The diagonal elements represent instances where the 

predicted class aligns with the true class, indicating accurate predictions. Off-diagonal 

elements highlight misclassifications, revealing instances where the model diverges from 

the ground truth. This comprehensive analysis allows for a nuanced understanding of 

DenseNet201's performance across all twelve vegetable freshness classes. By interpreting 

the confusion matrix, I gain insights into specific classes where the model excels and areas 

where it may encounter challenges. This information is instrumental in refining and 

optimizing the model for enhanced accuracy and reliability in vegetable freshness 

classification. 
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Figure 4.3: Confusion Matrix of the model DenseNet201 

4.3 Discussion 

In the critical phase of discussion and reflection, the results obtained from my vegetable 

freshness classification study are carefully examined and interpreted. This section serves 

to elucidate the significance of the findings, providing insights into the strengths, 

limitations, and implications for future research. 

The experimental results indicate that DenseNet201 emerges as the optimal model for 

vegetable freshness classification, exhibiting the highest testing accuracy of 98.02% and 
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the lowest loss of 0.06 among the evaluated models. This underscores the model's 

robustness in capturing intricate features indicative of different vegetable freshness 

conditions. The unique architecture of DenseNet201, characterized by dense connectivity 

and shallower design, contributes to its efficiency in handling the complexities inherent in 

the vegetable freshness dataset. 

Despite the success, it is essential to acknowledge the potential limitations of the study. 

The dataset, while meticulously collected and curated, may still face challenges related to 

representation and diversity. Future research endeavors should focus on expanding the 

dataset to encompass a broader range of vegetable varieties, conditions, and lighting 

scenarios. This expansion would contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the 

model's generalizability in real-world applications. 

The study's implications extend beyond the realm of vegetable freshness classification. The 

successful application of deep learning models, particularly DenseNet201, underscores the 

potential for leveraging advanced image processing techniques in quality control and rapid 

assessment within the vegetable industry. Implementing such automated systems can 

significantly enhance efficiency, reduce human error, and ensure the timely identification 

of freshness conditions, thereby contributing to the overall quality and sustainability of 

vegetable production. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability 

The exploration of vegetable freshness classification using advanced image processing and 

deep learning techniques goes beyond the confines of technological advancement. This 

chapter delves into the multifaceted impact of the research on society, the environment, 

and the overarching sustainability of vegetable industries. 

5.1 Impact on Society: 

The implementation of a robust vegetable freshness classification system holds profound 

implications for society. As consumers increasingly prioritize freshness and quality in their 

food choices, a reliable system for classifying the freshness of vegetables becomes integral. 

The outcomes of this study contribute to ensuring that consumers receive accurate 

information about the quality of vegetables they purchase. This not only enhances 

consumer satisfaction but also promotes freshness dietary choices by facilitating access to 

fresh and nutritious produce. 

Moreover, the deployment of automated vegetable freshness assessment systems has the 

potential to streamline supply chains and distribution networks. By enabling rapid and 

precise quality control, the industry can reduce food waste, ensuring that only the freshest 

vegetables reach consumers. This, in turn, has economic ramifications by optimizing 

resource utilization and minimizing losses throughout the supply chain. The societal 

impact, therefore, extends to economic efficiency and resource conservation in the broader 

context of vegetable production and distribution. 

5.2 Impact on Environment: 

Vegetable freshness classification, with its emphasis on reducing waste and optimizing 

distribution, aligns with environmental sustainability goals. The reduction of food waste is 

a critical environmental imperative, given the energy-intensive nature of agriculture and 

the associated greenhouse gas emissions. By implementing efficient freshness 

classification systems, the industry can contribute to minimizing its ecological footprint. 
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Additionally, the study underscores the importance of sustainable agricultural practices. 

As the demand for fresh vegetables grows, the industry faces the challenge of meeting this 

demand without compromising environmental integrity. The implementation of advanced 

technologies for freshness classification can guide the industry towards sustainable 

practices, encouraging responsible resource management and ecological stewardship. 

5.3 Ethical Aspects: 

Ethical considerations in vegetable freshness classification revolve around transparency, 

fairness, and the responsible use of technology. Ensuring that the implementation of 

automated systems does not lead to job displacement but rather enhances the capabilities 

of human workers is a paramount ethical concern. The study advocates for the ethical 

integration of technology, emphasizing its role as a complement to human expertise in the 

vegetable industry. 

Moreover, the responsible handling of data and the privacy of individuals involved in the 

vegetable supply chain are integral ethical considerations. As data collection and 

processing become more pervasive, the study emphasizes the need for ethical frameworks 

and standards to safeguard individual privacy and prevent the misuse of sensitive 

information. 

5.4 Sustainability Plan: 

The sustainability plan outlined in this chapter proposes a comprehensive approach to 

integrating vegetable freshness classification into existing agricultural practices. This 

involves collaboration between stakeholders, including farmers, distributors, technology 

developers, and policymakers. The plan includes: 

• Educational Initiatives: Conducting awareness programs and training sessions to 

educate farmers and industry professionals about the benefits and implementation 

of vegetable freshness classification systems. 

• Policy Support: Advocating for policies that incentivize the adoption of sustainable 

practices, including the integration of advanced technologies for quality control. 
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• Research and Development: Promoting ongoing research and development to 

enhance the efficiency and accuracy of freshness classification systems, ensuring 

their continued relevance and effectiveness. 

• Industry Collaboration: Encouraging collaboration between technology developers 

and vegetable industry stakeholders to tailor solutions that address specific 

challenges faced by different sectors of the industry. 

 

Exploration of the transformative impact of vegetable freshness classification on society, 

the environment, and sustainability. It highlights the potential benefits in terms of 

consumer satisfaction, economic efficiency, reduced food waste, and environmental 

responsibility. The ethical considerations and sustainability plan outlined provide a 

roadmap for responsible and impactful implementation in the vegetable industry. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation and Implication for Future 

Research 

6.1 Summary of the Study: 

This chapter encapsulates the key findings and contributions of the vegetable freshness 

classification study. The research embarked on a comprehensive exploration of image 

processing and transfer learning techniques applied to a custom dataset comprising twelve 

vegetable classes. The classes encompassed various freshness states, from fresh to aged 

and rotten, providing a nuanced understanding of the challenges in vegetable quality 

assessment. 

The study primarily employed DenseNet201 as the proposed model, leveraging its unique 

dense connectivity pattern and shallower architecture. Through meticulous 

experimentation, the model exhibited superior performance, achieving a testing accuracy 

of 98.02% and a low loss of 0.06. This performance underscores DenseNet201's efficacy 

in capturing intricate features indicative of different vegetable freshness conditions. 

6.2 Conclusions: 

The vegetable freshness classification study concludes with several noteworthy insights. 

The effectiveness of image processing and transfer learning techniques, particularly when 

applied to the custom dataset, showcases the potential for automated vegetable quality 

assessment. DenseNet201 emerges as the optimal model, demonstrating superior accuracy 

and efficiency in handling the complexities of the dataset. The study's conclusions affirm 

the significance of advanced technologies in enhancing vegetable quality control, 

contributing to consumer satisfaction, and optimizing supply chain efficiency. The 

integration of ethical considerations and a sustainability plan further emphasizes the 

responsible implementation of technology in the vegetable industry. 
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6.3 Implications for Further Study: 

While the current study provides valuable insights, there remain avenues for further 

exploration and refinement. Future research endeavors could focus on the following 

aspects: 

• Dataset Expansion: The creation of a more extensive and diverse dataset would 

enhance the model's capacity to generalize across different vegetable varieties, 

conditions, and lighting scenarios. 

• Real-time Application: Investigating the feasibility of real-time implementation 

of vegetable freshness classification in practical settings, such as distribution 

centers or retail environments, would contribute to the system's real-world 

applicability. 

• Interdisciplinary Collaboration: Collaborating with experts in agriculture, food 

science, and environmental science could provide a more holistic understanding of 

the broader implications of vegetable freshness classification on freshness, 

nutrition, and sustainability. 

• Enhanced Ethical Frameworks: Further research on the ethical implications of 

automated quality control systems and the development of robust frameworks to 

address privacy concerns and job displacement issues. 

• Optimization Strategies: Exploring optimization strategies to enhance the 

computational efficiency of the proposed model, making it more accessible and 

applicable across various computational platforms. 

This study serves as a foundational exploration into vegetable freshness classification, 

laying the groundwork for future research endeavors to refine and expand the applications 

of automated quality assessment in the vegetable industry. The integration of advanced 

technologies holds immense potential for transforming the landscape of vegetable quality 

control, with implications for consumer freshness, industry efficiency, and environmental 

sustainability. 
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